**Letter carriers deliver food, hope during 24th national Stamp Out Hunger drive**

For the 24th year in a row, letter carriers across the United States can be seen delivering food and hope to hungry people in their communities and committing to their postal customers—no matter the weather or their work and life—by participating on Saturday, May 14, in the Letter Carriers’ Food Drive. This year, the event marks the nation’s oldest food collection effort.

It’s a giving in spirit and will. The spirit of generous volunteers and other volunteers sacrifice their time and energy to make a difference, while the will is spontaneous and stronger than ever for NALC President Fredric Rolando said, “As a giving in spirit and will, the spirit of generous volunteers and other volunteers sacrifice their time and energy to make a difference, while the will is spontaneous and stronger than ever. It’s a giving in spirit and will.”

Branch collection results form stills are being made their way to NALC Headquarters in Washington, D.C. with the event being held. With totals still being tabulated, local and regional food drive coordinators across America are optimistic that the recipients of our efforts appreciate it.”
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For one year, every address in the country receive a nationwide food drive, the drive will have local organization efforts backed by generally good weather. With cooler-than-normal temperatures in the country and western section, it offers the spirits of participating letter carriers and those local residents and non-career alike to volunteer food drive help.
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